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ON THE ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF INTERTWINING OPERATORS
II: LOCAL DEGREE BOUNDS AND LIMIT MULTIPLICITIES
TOBIAS FINIS AND EREZ LAPID
Abstract. In this paper we continue to study the degrees of matrix coefficients of inter-
twining operators associated to reductive groups over p-adic local fields. Together with
previous analysis of global normalizing factors, we can control the analytic properties of
global intertwining operators for a large class of reductive groups over number fields, in
particular for inner forms of GL(n) and SL(n) and quasi-split classical groups. This has
a direct application to the limit multiplicity problem for these groups.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a reductive algebraic group defined over a p-adic field F with residue field Fq
and let ̟ be a uniformizer of F . Let G = G(F ) and let K0 be a special maximal compact
subgroup of G. Let P =MU be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G defined over F , P the
opposite parabolic subgroup and π a smooth irreducible representation ofM =M(F ) on a
complex vector space. We consider the family of induced G-representations IP (π, s), s ∈ C,
which extend the fixed K0-representation I
K0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0), and the associated intertwining
operators
M(s) =MP |P (π, s) : I
K0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0) = IP (π, s)→ IP (π,−s) = I
K0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0),
which we regard as a family of linear maps between the vector spaces IK0P∩K0(π|M∩K0) and
IK0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0) that are independent of s. For any closed subgroup K of K0, let
M(s)K : IK0P∩K0(π|M∩K0)
K → IK0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0)
K
be the restriction of M(s) to the space of K-invariant vectors in IK0P∩K0(π|M∩K0). We recall
that the matrix coefficients of the linear operators M(s) are rational functions of q−s,
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and that the degrees of the denominators are bounded independently of π (cf. Remark 2
below). For any n ≥ 1 write Kn for the principal congruence subgroup of K0 of level ̟
n
with respect to a fixed faithful F -rational representation ρ of G and a suitable lattice Λρ
in the space of ρ (see (1) below for the precise definition). Let Mˆ be the F -simple normal
subgroup of G generated by U and U.
We are interested in the following property of the group G.
Definition 1. (1) A group G satisfies property (BDmax), if there exists a constant
C > 0 such that for all maximal parabolic subgroups P =MU , smooth irreducible
representations π of M and all n ≥ 1, the degrees of the numerators of the matrix
coefficients of M(s)Kn∩Mˆ are bounded by Cn.
(2) A group satisfies property (BD), if all its Levi subgroups satisfy property (BDmax).
We also propose the following supplement in a global situation, where we consider a
reductive group G defined over a number field k and its base change to F = kv for all
non-archimedean places v of k. In this case, we obtain the open compact subgroups K0,v
and Kn,v of G(kv) from a fixed faithful k-rational representation ρ of G and an Ok-lattice
Λρ in the space of ρ. The groups K0,v will be automatically hyperspecial for almost all v,
and we can ensure that they are special for all v.
Definition 2. We say that G satisfies property (BD) for a set S of non-archimedean
valuations of k, if the local groups G(kv), v ∈ S, satisfy (BD) with a uniform value of C.
We conjecture that these properties hold for all reductive groups over local fields or
number fields, respectively (with S = Sfin, the set of all non-archimedean valuations, in
the latter case).
In [7], property (BD) was established for the groups GL(n) and SL(n) over local fields
and number fields (with S = Sfin in the latter case).
1 The main result of the current paper
is that property (BD) for a group G is implied by a quantitative bound on the support
of supercuspidal matrix coefficients (property (PSC), see Definition 3) for all semisimple
normal subgroups of proper Levi subgroups of G (Theorem 1 below). Previously, this
implication had been proven in [ibid.] only for a restricted class of parabolic subgroups P.
By [ibid., Corollary 13], Property (PSC) holds for a reductive group if all its irreducible
supercuspidal representations are induced from cuspidal representations of subgroups that
are open compact modulo the center. As a consequence of Kim’s exhaustion theorem for
supercuspidal representations [9], we conclude that for every reductive group G over a
number field k there exists a finite set S0 of non-archimedean places of k such that G
has property (BD) for the set Sfin − S0 (Theorem 4). The only remaining question is to
establish the local property (BD) for the finitely many v ∈ S0. Moreover, using additional
known results on supercuspidal representations, for inner forms of GL(n) or SL(n) we can
take S0 to be empty, while for classical groups we can take it to be the set of all places
1We remark that the definition of property (BD) for a reductive group G over a number field k in [8]
is slightly different from the current definition. Our current formulation seems more natural, and in any
case our current property (BD) for the set Sfin implies property (BD) in the old formulation (see Remark
3 below).
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of residual characteristic 2 (Corollary 1). At the end of the paper, we combine our results
with [5] and spell out the consequences for the limit multiplicity problem for inner forms
of GL(n) or SL(n), quasi-split classical groups and groups of split rank two (Corollary 2).
2. Notation
Let F be a p-adic field (i.e. a non-archimedean local field of characteristic 0) with
normalized absolute value |·| Let O be the ring of integers of F , ̟ a uniformizer of F and
q the cardinality of the residue field of F .
As a rule, we write X = X(F ) whenever X is a variety over F . Let G be a connected
reductive algebraic group defined over F . All algebraic subgroups that will be considered
in the sequel are implicitly assumed to be defined over F . Fix a maximal F -split torus
T0 and a minimal parabolic subgroup P0 = M0U0 ⊃ T0 of G, where M0 = CG(T0) is
a minimal Levi subgroup of G. Let Φ = R(T0,G) be the set of roots of T0 and Σ ⊂ Φ
the subset of reduced roots. For any algebraic subgroup X of G normalized by T0 write
ΦX = R(T0,X) ⊂ Φ. For any α ∈ Φ let uα be its root space in the Lie algebra g = LieG of
G, and for any α ∈ Σ let Uα be the associated unipotent subgroup of G (i.e. the subgroup
whose Lie algebra is the sum of the root spaces uiα, i > 0). For any root α ∈ Φ its absolute
value |α| on T0 extends uniquely to a homomorphism |α| :M0 → R>0.
The choice of P0 fixes a set of positive roots R(T0,U0) ⊂ Φ. Let ∆0 ⊂ Σ be the
corresponding subset of simple roots. For any standard parabolic subgroup P of G with
standard Levi decomposition P = MU we denote by P = MU the opposite parabolic
subgroup.
Fix a special maximal compact subgroup K0 of G (more precisely, the stabilizer of
a special point in the apartment associated to T0), so that we have the Iwasawa de-
composition P0K0 = G. Also, for any parabolic subgroup P = MU with Levi sub-
group M ⊃ M0 we have (P ∩ K0) = (M ∩ K0)(U ∩ K0). Fix a faithful representation
ρ : G → GL(V ) (defined over F ) and an O-lattice Λρ in the representation space V such
that K0 = {g ∈ G : ρ(g)Λρ = Λρ}, and for n = 1, 2, . . . let
(1) Kn = Kn,ρ = {g ∈ G : ρ(g)v ≡ v (mod ̟
nΛρ), v ∈ Λρ}
be the associated principal congruence subgroups of K0.
Suppose now that P = MU is a standard maximal parabolic subgroup. Let χP be the
fundamental weight of P. Some integral power of χP defines a rational character of P
trivial on U. Therefore |χP | defines a character |χP | : P → R>0 and we can extend it
uniquely to a right-K0-invariant function, still denoted by |χP |, on G. Let π = (π, Vpi)
be an irreducible smooth representation of M on a complex vector space. Let δP be the
modulus function of P . Consider the family of induced representations IP (π, s), s ∈ C, of
G which extend the K0-representation I
K0
P∩K0
(π|M∩K0). Namely, IP (π, s) is the space of all
smooth functions ϕ : G→ Vpi with ϕ(pg) = |χP |(p)
sδP (p)
1/2π(p)ϕ(g) for all p ∈ P , g ∈ G,
where π is extended to P via the canonical projection P → M , and the G-action is given
by right translations. Any smooth function ϕ : K0 → Vpi with ϕ(pk) = π(p)ϕ(k) for all
k ∈ P ∩K0 extends uniquely to a function ϕs ∈ IP (π, s). Let π
∨ be the contragredient of
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π and denote the pairing between Vpi and Vpi∨ by (·, ·). Then
(ϕ, ϕ∨) =
∫
K0
(ϕ(k), ϕ∨(k)) dk
defines a pairing between IP (π, s) and IP (π
∨,−s). Fix a Haar measure on U . The in-
tertwining operators M(s) = MP |P (π, s) : IP (π, s) → IP (π,−s), which are defined by
meromorphic continuation of the integrals
(M(s)ϕ)(g) =
∫
U
ϕ(ug) du, ϕ ∈ IP (π, s),
were first studied in this generality by Harish-Chandra. (See [19, Section IV] for a self-
contained treatment, cf. also [15, 16].) It is known that the matrix coefficients (M(s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s )
for ϕ ∈ IK0P∩K0(π|M∩K0) and ϕ
∨ ∈ IK0
P∩K0
(π∨|M∩K0) are rational functions of q
−s [19, IV.1.1]
and that the degree of the denominator is bounded in terms of G only [ibid., IV.1.2]. We
will recall this below (see Remark 2).
Fix an O-lattice Λg ⊂ g = LieG stabilized by the operators Ad(k), k ∈ K0. Define a
norm on g by ‖
∑d
i=1 tiXi‖g = max1≤i≤d|ti| for any O-basis X1, . . . , Xd of Λg. This defines
a norm ‖·‖End(g) on End(g), namely ‖A‖End(g) is the maximum of the absolute values of
the matrix coefficients of A with respect to the basis X1, . . . , Xd. For any g ∈ G we write
‖g‖G = ‖Ad(g)‖End(g) where Ad : G → GL(g) is the adjoint representation, and for any
real number R we set
B(R) = {g ∈ G : ‖g‖G ≤ q
R},
which is a compact set modulo Z. We often omit the subscript from ‖·‖ if it is clear from
the context.
In the global situation of a reductive group G defined over a number field k, we need
of course to fix analogous global data that induce the local data pertaining to G(kv)
for the non-archimedean places v of k. In particular, we fix a faithful representation
ρ : G→ GL(V ) defined over k and an Ok-lattice Λρ in the k-vector space V , and for every
non-archimedean place v of k set Λρ,v = Λρ ⊗Ok Okv ⊂ Vv = V ⊗k kv. Using the base
change ρv of ρ to kv and the lattice Λρ,v, we obtain open compact subgroups Kn,v ⊂ G(kv),
n ≥ 0, as in (1). It is well known that K0,v is then hyperspecial for almost all v [18, §3.9],
and by an appropriate choice of Λρ we can ensure that it is special for all v. We also fix
an Ok-lattice Λg ⊂ g to define the local norms ‖·‖G(kv) via base change to Okv .
For a compact group K let eK be the probability measure on K. On any smooth
K-representation on a complex vector space eK acts as the projector to the space of K-
invariants.
3. The main result
We recall the definition of a fundamental boundedness property for the support of su-
percuspidal matrix coefficients [7, Definition 7]. It is technically convenient to formulate it
as follows. Recall that a smooth representation of the group H of F -points of a reductive
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group H defined over F is called quasicuspidal if its Jacquet modules with respect to all
proper parabolic subgroups vanish.
Definition 3. A reductive group H defined over F has property (PSC), if there exists a
constant c > 0 such that for every quasicuspidal representation π of H the support of the
matrix coefficients (π(h)v, v∨), v ∈ πK
H
n ∩H
der
, v∨ ∈ (π∨)K
H
n ∩H
der
, is contained in the set
BH(cn) for any n ≥ 1.
Note that property (PSC) for a group H is equivalent to property (PSC) for its derived
groupHder. (It is really a property of semisimple groups. The extension to general reductive
groups is only for technical reasons.) Moreover, it suffices to consider only irreducible
supercuspidal representations π in Definition 3 (as was done in [7]). We also note that
property (PSC) does not depend on the choice of the representation ρ used to define KHn
and the norm ‖·‖h on the Lie algebra of H, although the possible values of c will depend
on these choices. In the following, we will consider property (PSC) only for semisimple
subgroups H of G, and use KHn = Kn ∩H and the restriction of the fixed norm on g.
We have the following simple compatibility results for property (PSC).
Lemma 1. (1) If a group H satisfies property (PSC), then any quotient by a central
subgroup also satisfies property (PSC).
(2) Any direct product of groups satisfying property (PSC) also satisfies property (PSC).
The main result of this paper is the following.
Theorem 1. Asssume that the connected semisimple normal subgroups of all proper Levi
subgroups M of G satisfy property (PSC). Then the group G satisfies property (BD).
By Lemma 1, it is enough to assume (PSC) for the isotropic connected F -simple normal
subgroups of proper Levi subgroups M. They correspond to the non-trivial connected
proper subdiagrams of the Dynkin diagram of G over F .
By a standard procedure, we can reduce to the following statement. Recall that we
denote by Mˆ the subgroup ofG generated by U and U. It is an F -simple normal subgroup
of G.
Theorem 2. Let P be a maximal parabolic subgroup of G and assume that the connected
semisimple normal subgroups of M satisfy property (PSC). Then there exists a constant
C > 0 such that for every irreducible supercuspidal representation π of M we have
degMP¯ |P (π, s)
Kn∩Mˆ ≤ Cn for all n ≥ 1.
Before we proceed further, we derive Theorem 1 from Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 1. Upon replacing G by a Levi subgroup, it is clearly sufficient to show
property (BDmax). For this, just copy the proof of [7, Lemma 20] for the closed normal
subgroup K = Kn ∩ Mˆ of K0 (it is irrelevant that this is in general not an open subgroup
of K0). We reduce to the degree bound
degMQ¯′|Q′(σ, s)
Kn∩Mˆ∩MR ≤ Cn, n ≥ 1,
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where σ is an irreducible supercuspidal representation of a Levi subgroup L of G, which
has co-rank one in another Levi subgroup MR, Q
′ is a (maximal) parabolic subgroup of
MR with Levi subgroup L, and MQ¯′|Q′(σ, s) the associated intertwining operator between
representations of MR. Moreover, we can assume that 〈χP , α
∨〉 6= 0, if α ∈ ΣL defines the
Levi subgroup MR. The latter condition implies that MˆR ⊂ Mˆ ∩MR, and the required
bound follows therefore from Theorem 2. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2, which will occupy the remainder of this section.
The strategy of the proof is based on the standard analysis of the restriction of an induced
representation to the opposite parabolic subgroup P¯ going back to Bernstein-Zelevinsky
(cf. [19, §I.3]). All constants appearing until the end of this section may depend on G,
T0, ρ, Λρ, and the norm ‖·‖g on g, but are supposed to be independent of all other data,
in particular the supercuspidal representation π.
Consider the (P,P)-Bruhat decomposition of G. The double classes are parametrized
by elements w1, . . . , wk ∈ NG(T0) ∩K0. (We can take the representatives in K0, because
K0 is supposed to be special.) We fix an ordering of the double cosets such that the
Zariski closure of each coset PwiP is contained in the union of the cosets PwjP for j ≥ i.
This means that the sets Zi =
⋃
j>iPwjP, i = 0, . . . , k, are Zariski closed. They form a
descending chain
(2) Z0 = G ⊃ Z1 ⊃ . . . ⊃ Zk−1 = PwkP ⊃ Zk = ∅.
In particular, Pw1P = PP is the big cell, Z1 is its complement in G, and PwkP is the
unique closed double coset. The latter is a single coset precisely if P is conjugate to P.
Before we begin with the main part of the argument, we collect a few simple facts that
we will need.
• The intersection w−1i Pwi∩P is the semidirect product of w
−1
i Pwi∩M and w
−1
i Pwi∩
U, and w−1i Pwi∩M is a parabolic subgroup ofM containing T0. Also, wiPw
−1
i ∩M
is a parabolic subgroup of M with unipotent radical V = wiUw
−1
i ∩M and Levi
subgroup L = wiMw
−1
i ∩M. Note that L = M (or equivalently, V is trivial)
precisely if either i = 1 or i = k and P is conjugate to P.
• Let τP ∈ TM be a generator of TM modulo Z(G)(Z(M)∩K0) such that |χP |(τP ) <
1. We have |χP |(τP ) = q
−mP with a positive rational number mP , which can
be bounded, together with its denominator, solely in terms of the root system
Φ = R(T0,G) of G over F . There exists a positive integer C1 such that
(3) τPKn+C1τ
−1
P ⊂ Kn, τ
−1
P Kn+C1τP ⊂ Kn for all n ≥ 0.
(Namely, if ρ(τP ) and ρ(τP )
−1 map the lattice Λρ into ̟
−kΛρ for some positive
integer k, then we can take C1 = 2k.)
• Set
U¯(m) = τmP (U¯ ∩K0)τ
−m
P , m ≥ 0.
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The subgroups U¯(m) of U¯ are normalized by K0 ∩ M and form an exhausting
filtration of U¯ . On the other hand, we have
(4) τmP (U ∩K0)τ
−m
P ⊂ U ∩Km−C2+1, m ≥ C2 − 1,
for a suitable positive integer C2. (This follows easily by identifying U with its Lie
algebra via the exponential map.)
• Write |χP |(wkτ
−1
P w
−1
k ) = q
−m′
P , where m′P = mwkP¯w−1k
> 0 is again bounded,
together with its denominator, solely in terms of Φ. (Note that wkPw
−1
k is a
standard parabolic subgroup.) As a consequence of (the p-adic analog of) Kostant
convexity [2, Proposition 4.4.4], we have then
(5) 1 ≥ |χP |(u¯) ≥ q
−(mP+m
′
P
)m for all u¯ ∈ U¯(m).
• We also note the following elementary facts:
U¯ ∩ w−1i PwiM = U¯ ∩ w
−1
i Pwi,(6)
wiU¯(m)w
−1
i ∩ P = (wiU¯(m)w
−1
i ∩M)(wiU¯(m)w
−1
i ∩ U)(7)
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and m ≥ 0.
The basic fact underlying our argument is the following geometric lemma.
Lemma 2. For all 1 ≤ i ≤ k and all n ≥ 1 we have
PwiP¯ ⊂ Zi(U ∩Kn) ∪ PwiU¯(C2n)(M ∩K0).
Proof. We start with a consequence of Bruhat-Tits theory [2, §4]. Recall that K0 is the
stabilizer of a special point x in the apartment of T0. There exist a chamber C of this
apartment and a facet y of C, both containing x, such that the stabilizer Gy of y and the
stabilizer I¯ = GC of C are related by Gy = (P¯ ∩K0)I¯ = I¯(P¯ ∩K0). We have then
G =
k⋃
i=1
Pwi(P¯ ∩K0)I¯ =
k⋃
i=1
Pwi(P¯ ∩K0)(U ∩ I¯).
Moreover, if PwiP¯ intersects Pwj(P¯ ∩ K0)I¯, then PwjP lies in the Zariski closure of
PwiP, and in particular j ≥ i. To see this, write (P¯ ∩K0)I¯ = (U ∩ I¯)(P¯ ∩K0), and observe
that a non-empty intersection is equivalent to the existence of u ∈ U ∩ I¯, p ∈ P and p¯ ∈ P¯
with wju = pwip¯. But then we have also wj(τ
m
P uτ
−m
P ) = (wjτ
m
P w
−1
j p)wi(p¯τ
−m
P ) ∈ PwiP¯
for any integer m. Letting m→∞, we obtain that wj lies in the topological closure of the
Bruhat cell PwiP¯ , as claimed.
Finally,
PwiP¯ ∩ Pwi(P¯ ∩K0)I¯ = Pwi(P¯ ∩K0).
For this, we reduce again to the case where wiu ∈ PwiP¯ for u ∈ U ∩ I¯. We can write
u = u1u2 with u1 ∈ U ∩ w
−1
i Pwi ∩ I¯ and u2 ∈ U ∩ w
−1
i U¯wi ∩ I¯. We obtain wiu2 ∈ PwiP¯ ,
which implies that u2 = e. Therefore wiu = wiu1 = (wiu1w
−1
i )wi ∈ Pwi.
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Combining the previous results, we obtain
PwiP¯ ⊂
⋃
j>i
Pwj(P¯ ∩K0)(U ∩ I¯) ∪ Pwi(P¯ ∩K0) ⊂ Zi(U ∩ I¯) ∪ Pwi(P¯ ∩K0).
Multiplying by τ−mP from the right, and observing that Zi and Pwi are right T0-invariant,
we get
PwiP¯ ⊂ Ziτ
m
P (U ∩ I¯)τ
−m
P ∪ PwiU¯(m)(M ∩K0),
which, after invoking (4), easily yields the assertion of the lemma (even with n + C2 − 1
instead of C2n). 
We also need the following reformulation of property (PSC) (which is of course standard
at least in a qualitative form).
Lemma 3. There exists a constant C3 ≥ 0 with the following property. Let Q = LV be
a proper parabolic subgroup of M containing T0, and assume that the semisimple normal
subgroup M˜ of M generated by V and V satisfies property (PSC) with a constant c ≥
1. Then for every integer n ≥ 0, every quasicuspidal representation π of M , and every
b ∈ Z(L) with |α|(b) ≤ q−C3 for all α ∈ ΦV and minα∈ΦV |α|(b) < q
−c(n+C3) we have the
inclusion
πKn∩M˜ ⊂ ker π(eb−1(V ∩Kn)b).
Proof. Assume first that b is contained in M˜ . We take C3 ≥ 0 such that for every n ≥ 0
there exists an open compact subgroup K˜n of M˜ with
Kn+C3 ∩ M˜ ⊂ K˜n ⊂ Kn ∩ M˜,
that is totally decomposed, i.e. satisfies
K˜n = (K˜n ∩ M˜ ∩M0)
∏
α∈Σ
M˜
(K˜n ∩ Uα)
(in any order). To show the existence of K˜n, let e be the absolute ramification degree of F
(i.e., p̟−e is a unit in O) and note that if we identify M˜ with its image in GL(Vρ) via ρ,
then for n > e/(p− 1) the p-adic logarithm map maps Kn ∩ M˜ bijectively onto ̟
nΛM˜ for
a certain O-Lie lattice ΛM˜ in the Lie algebra of M˜, regarded as a subspace of the F -vector
space gl(Vρ). It remains to take an open O-Lie sublattice Λ
td
M˜
⊂ ΛM˜ satisfying
Λtd
M˜
= Λtd
M˜
∩ Lie(M˜ ∩M0) +
∑
α∈Φ
M˜
(Λtd
M˜
∩ uα),
and to let K˜n = exp(̟
nΛtd
M˜
) for n > e/(p− 1) and K˜n = exp(̟
⌈e/(p−1)⌉Λtd
M˜
), otherwise.
The decomposition of K˜n implies that
K˜n = (K˜n ∩ V )(K˜n ∩ L ∩ M˜)(K˜n ∩ V¯ )
and
K˜n ∩ V¯ =
∏
α∈ΣV
(K˜n ∩ V¯−α).
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Let v be a Kn ∩ M˜ -invariant vector in the space of π. By our assumption on prop-
erty (PSC) for M˜ , we have π(eKm∩M˜)π(b)v = 0 and therefore also π(eb−1(Km∩M˜)b)v =
π(b)−1π(eKm∩M˜)π(b)v = 0 for m ≥ n if ‖b‖ > q
cm. We apply this for m = n + C3 and de-
duce that π(eb−1K˜nb)v = 0, since by assumption ‖b‖ ≥ maxα∈ΦV |α|(b)
−1 > qc(n+C3). From
the factorization of K˜n we get that
eb−1K˜nb = eb−1(K˜n∩V )beK˜n∩L∩M˜eb−1(K˜n∩V¯ )b.
By our assumption on b, we have b−1(K˜n ∩ V¯−α)b ⊂ K˜n ∩ V¯−α for all α ∈ ΣV and therefore
b−1(K˜n ∩ V¯ )b ⊂ K˜n ∩ V¯ . Since v is K˜n-invariant, we conclude that π(eb−1(Kn∩V )b)v = 0, as
required.
It remains to consider the case where b is not necessarily contained in M˜ . For this it
suffices to observe that with a suitable choice of C ≥ 0 for every b ∈ Z(L) there exists
an element b′ ∈ Z(L) ∩ M˜ with |α|(b) ≤ |α|(b′) ≤ |α|(b)qC for all α ∈ ΦV . In particular,
this implies that (b′)−1(Kn ∩ V )b
′ is contained in b−1(Kn ∩ V )b. Applying the previous
argument to b′, with C3 replaced by C3 + C, yields the assertion. 
We now consider the ascending filtration of the space IP (π, s) by P¯ -invariant subspaces
corresponding to the descending chain (2):
IP (π, s)i = {ϕ ∈ IP (π, s) : ϕ|Zi = 0}, i = 0, . . . , k.
The first non-trivial space IP (π, s)1 is the space of all sections with support contained in
the big cell PP¯ .
Consider the projector eU¯(m) acting on IP (π, s). Clearly, eU¯(m) maps each space IP (π, s)i
to itself. We note the following simple consequence of (3):
(8) The idempotent eU¯(m) maps Kn ∩ Mˆ -invariants to Kn+2C1m ∩ Mˆ-invariants.
Lemma 4. There exists a non-negative constant C4 (in fact, we can take C4 = 2+2C1C2+
C3) with the following property. Assume that the connected semisimple normal subgroups
of M satisfy property (PSC) with a constant cM ≥ 1. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ k, with i < k in case P
is conjugate to P. Then for every Kn ∩ Mˆ -invariant function ϕ ∈ IP (π, s)i, the function
eU¯(m)ϕ belongs to the space ϕ ∈ IP (π, s)i−1 for all m ≥ C4cMn.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ IP (π, s)i be invariant under Kn ∩ Mˆ . Since eU¯(m) acts on IP (π, s)i for any
m, and Zi−1 is the union of Zi and the double coset PwiP¯ , we only have to show that
eU¯(m)ϕ vanishes on PwiP¯ , or equivalently, that
(9)
∫
U¯(m)
ϕ(wip¯u¯) du¯ = 0, p¯ ∈ P¯ , m ≥ C4cMn.
By the definition of the space IP (π, s)i, the function ϕ vanishes on the set Zi(U ∩Kn).
Applying Lemma 2, we conclude that
(10) suppϕ ∩ PwiP¯ ⊂ PwiU¯(C2n)(K0 ∩M).
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We take C4 ≥ C2, which ensures that m ≥ C4cMn implies m ≥ C2n. Under this condition,
(9) reduces to ∫
U¯(m)
ϕ(wiu¯k) du¯ = 0, k ∈ K0 ∩M, m ≥ C4cMn.
Combining (10) with (6), we are reduced to showing that∫
(U¯(m)∩w−1
i
Pwi)U¯(C2n)
ϕ(wiu¯k) du¯ = 0, k ∈ K0 ∩M, m ≥ C4cMn,
which will clearly follow from the stronger statement that∫
U¯(m)∩w−1
i
Pwi
ϕ(wiu¯u¯0k) du¯ = 0, k ∈ K0 ∩M, u¯0 ∈ U¯(C2n), m ≥ C4cMn.
Conjugating u¯ by wi, the integral here is equal to∫
wiU¯(m)w
−1
i
∩P
ϕ(u¯wiu¯0k) du¯,
which because of (7) is equal to a constant multiple of ewiU¯(m)w−1i ∩M
(ϕ(wiu¯0k)).
It follows easily from (3), that conjugation by (wiu¯0k)
−1 maps K(1+2C1C2)n∩M ∩Mˆ into
Kn∩Mˆ . Therefore, the element ϕ(wiu¯0k) of the space of π is invariant under K(1+2C1C2)n∩
M ∩ Mˆ . We claim that ewiU¯(m)w−1i ∩M annihilates the elements of π
K(1+2C1C2)n∩M∩Mˆ for all
m ≥ C4cMn, which will finish the argument. To see this, apply Lemma 3 to the parabolic
subgroup Q = wiPw
−1
i ∩M of M with unipotent radical V = wiUw
−1
i ∩M and to the
element b = wiτ
−m
P w
−1
i . Our restriction on i implies that Q is a proper parabolic subgroup
of M. Note also that the normal subgroup M˜ of Lemma 3 is contained in the intersection
M∩Mˆ. We have |α(b)| = |α(wiτ
−m
P w
−1
i )| = |α(wiτ
−1
P w
−1
i )|
m ≤ q−m for all α ∈ ΦV . Taking
C4 = 2 + 2C1C2 + C3 ensures that |α(b)| < q
−cM((1+2C1C2)n+C3) for all α ∈ ΦV . With this
choice of C4 the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied, which establishes our claim and
finishes the proof. 
Lemma 5. Assume that the connected semisimple normal subgroups of M satisfy property
(PSC) with a constant cM ≥ 1. Then there exists a positive constant C5 (in fact, we may
take C5 = kC2(2C1C4cM)
k−1) with the following property. For every Kn ∩ Mˆ -invariant
function ϕ ∈ IP (π, s), which in addition satisfies ϕ ∈ IP (π, s)k−1 in case P is conjugate to
P, the function eU¯(m)ϕ is supported in the set PU¯(m) for all m ≥ C5n.
Proof. By (8), the function eU¯(m)ϕ is invariant under Kn+2C1m ∩ Mˆ for any m ≥ 0. By
downward induction on i = k − 1, . . . , 1, we can now derive from Lemma 4 the following
statement:
eU¯(m)ϕ ∈ IP (π, s)
Kn+2C1m∩Mˆ
i , m ≥ mi = C4cMn
k−1−i∑
j=0
(2C1C4cM)
j.
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Indeed, the case i = k − 1 is trivial if P and P are conjugate, and follows directly from
Lemma 4 otherwise, while for the induction step we apply the lemma to eU¯(mi)ϕ and
m ≥ mi−1 ≥ mi, and observe that eU¯(m)ϕ = eU¯(m)eU¯(mi)ϕ for m ≥ mi.
The end result for i = 1 is that the function eU¯(m1)ϕ is Kn+2C1m1 ∩ Mˆ-invariant and
supported on the big cell PP¯ . By Lemma 2, we have
PP¯ ⊂ (G− PP¯ )(Kn+2C1m1 ∩ Mˆ) ∪ PU¯(C2(n + 2C1m1)).
Therefore, eU¯(m1)ϕ is actually supported on PU¯(m0), where
m0 = C2(n+ 2C1m1) = C2n
k−1∑
j=0
(2C1C4cM)
j.
We obtain the assertion with C5 = C2
∑k−1
j=0(2C1C4cM)
j ≤ kC2(2C1C4cM)
k−1. 
We can now prove Theorem 2. We follow the proof of [7, Theorem 21].
Proof of Theorem 2. Let π be a supercuspidal representation of M and ϕ be an element
of the space IK0P∩K0(π|M∩K0)
Kn∩Mˆ . The function ϕ has a unique extension to a function
ϕs ∈ IP (π, s)
Kn∩Mˆ . By definition, we have
(11) (M(π, s)ϕs)(k) =
∫
U¯
ϕs(u¯k) du¯, k ∈ K0.
Assume first that P and P are not conjugate. In this case, we can replace the integration
over U¯ in (11) by integration over the compact group U¯(C5n):
(12) (M(π, s)ϕs)(k) =
∫
U¯(C5n)
ϕs(u¯k) du¯, k ∈ K0.
To see this, observe that (11) clearly implies that
(13) (M(π, s)ϕs)(k) =
∫
U¯
(eU¯(C5n)I(k)ϕs)(u¯) du¯.
Applying Lemma 5 to the Kn ∩ Mˆ -invariant function I(k)ϕs = ϕs(·k), k ∈ K0, shows
that the support of the integrand in (13) is contained in PU¯(C5n) ∩ U¯ = U¯(C5n), which
establishes (12).
Let now ϕ∨ ∈ IK0
P∩K0
(π∨|M∩K0), and extend this function to ϕ
∨
s ∈ IP (π
∨, s). Using (12),
the matrix coefficient (M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) can be computed as
(M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) =
∫
K0
((M(π, s)ϕs)(k), ϕ
∨(k)) dk =
∫
U(C5n)
|χP |(u)
sf(u) du
with
f(u) =
∫
K0
(ϕ0(uk), ϕ
∨(k)) dk.
Using (5), we conclude that the matrix coefficient (M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) is a polynomial in q
−s
of degree ≤ (mP +m
′
P )C5n. This finishes the case where P and P are not conjugate.
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We now consider the case where P and P are conjugate. We first remark that as a
consequence of Lemma 5 we still have
(14) (M(π, s)ψs)(e) =
∫
U¯(C5n)
ψs(u¯) du¯ for all ψs ∈ I(π, s)
Kn∩Mˆ
k−1 .
Moreover, the filtration space I(π, s)k−1 is simply given by
I(π, s)k−1 = {ψs ∈ I(π, s) : ψs(wk) = 0}.
Let ϕ and ϕ∨ be as above. We will choose a ∈ Z(M) and b = w−1k awk as follows (recall
that wk normalizes M): if ωpi|Z(M)∩K0 6= ωpi ◦ w
−1
k |Z(M)∩K0, where w
−1
k acts on Z(M) by
conjugation, then take a ∈ Z(M) ∩ K0 with ωpi(a) 6= ωpi(b). Otherwise set a = τP and
recall that |χP |(a) = q
−mP . Under our assumption that P and P are conjugate, 2mP is
actually a positive integer. Consider the difference operator
∆a,s = ωs(b)
−1(δP (a)
−1/2I(b, s)− ωs(a) Id)
acting on IP (π, s), where ωs = ωpi|χP |
s. It has the following two crucial properties (cf. [7,
p. 448]): the image of ∆a,s is contained in the space I(π, s)k−1, and
(M(π, s)∆a,sϕs)(e) = (1− ωs(b
−1a))(M(π, s)ϕs)(e),
where 1 − ωs(b
−1a) does not vanish identically for all s by our choice of a. Applying this
relation to I(k)ϕs, we obtain
(M(π, s)∆a,sI(k)ϕs)(e) = (1− ωs(b
−1a))(M(π, s)ϕs)(k), k ∈ K0.
If we set
ψs,k = ∆a,sI(k)ϕs ∈ I(π, s)k−1,
then ψs,k is Kn′ ∩ Mˆ -invariant, where n
′ = n for a ∈ K0 and n
′ = n+C1 for a = τP (using
(3)). Therefore we get from (14) that
(M(π, s)ψs,k)(e) =
∫
U¯(C5n′)
ψs,k(u¯) du¯.
We can now compute the matrix coefficent (M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) as follows:
(1−ωs(b
−1a))(M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) =
∫
K0
((M(π, s)ψs,k)(e), ϕ
∨(k)) dk =
∫
U(C5n′)
|χP |(u)
sf(u) du
with
f(u) =
∫
K0
(ψ0,k(u), ϕ
∨(k)) dk.
In the case ωpi|Z(M)∩K0 6= ωpi ◦ w
−1
k |Z(M)∩K0, we can therefore conclude as above that the
matrix coefficient (M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s ) is a polynomial in q
−s of degree ≤ (mP +m
′
P )C5n.
In the remaining case, we obtain that the product
(1− ωpi(b
−1a)(q−s)2mP )(M(π, s)ϕs, ϕ
∨
s )
is a polynomial in q−s of degree ≤ (mP + m
′
P )C5n
′ = (mP + m
′
P )C5(n + C1) ≤ (mP +
m′P )C5(C1 + 1)n. This finishes the proof. 
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Remark 1. The proof shows that the constant C in Theorem 2 can be taken to be (mP +
m′P )C5(C1 + 1), if P and P are conjugate, and (mP +m
′
P )C5, otherwise.
Remark 2. Without any assumption, the same proof establishes that the matrix coefficients
of M(π, s) are polynomials in q−s in the cases where either P and P are not conjugate or
they are conjugate but ωpi|Z(M)∩K0 6= ωpi ◦w
−1
k |Z(M)∩K0, and that the matrix coefficients of
(1− ωpi(w
−1
k τ
−1
P wkτP )(q
−s)2mP )M(π, s) are polynomials in q−s in the remaining case.
4. Global uniformity and limit multiplicities
We recall that in [7, Corollary 13] the following result on property (PSC) was obtained
(the second part is based on Kim’s result [9] on the exhaustiveness of Yu’s construction of
supercuspidal representations [20] for large residual characteristic).
Theorem 3. (1) Assume that every irreducible supercuspidal representation of a given
reductive group H defined over a p-adic field F is a subrepresentation of the in-
duction of a cuspidal representation of a subgroup that is open compact modulo the
center. Then H satisfies property (PSC).
(2) Let H be a reductive group defined over a number field k. Then there exists a finite
set S0 of non-archimedean places of k such that for all v /∈ S0 the group H(kv)
satisfies property (PSC). Moreover, we can take the constant c appearing in the
definition of property (PSC) to be independent of v /∈ S0.
As a consequence, we obtain the following global supplement to Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. Let G be a reductive group defined over a number field k.
(1) There exists a finite set S0 of non-archimedean places of k such that G satisfies
property (BD) for the set Sfin − S0.
(2) Suppose that the local groups G(kv) satisfy the local property (BD) for all v in a set
T of non-archimedean places of k. Then G satisfies property (BD) for T .
Proof. In view of the second part of Theorem 3, it only remains to show that the constant
C in Theorem 1 can be bounded by a uniform value for all v ∈ Sfin − S0. This constant
is bounded in terms of the constant in Theorem 2, which by Remark 1 can be bounded in
terms of the constant C5. Since Theorem 3 gives also the boundedness of the constant in
the definition of property (PSC), we are reduced to bounding C1, C2 and C3 uniformly in
v. We leave it to the reader to check that the latter constants can indeed be taken to be
independent of v. 
Using known results on supercuspidal representations, we can be more precise in some
cases.
Corollary 1. (1) Let G be a split group of rank two or an inner form of GL(n) or
SL(n) defined over a number field k. Then G satisfies property (BD) with respect
to the set Sfin of all non-archimedean places.
(2) Let G be a symplectic, special orthogonal or unitary group defined over a number
field k. Then G satisfies property (BD) with respect to the set Sfin−{v ∈ Sfin : v|2}.
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Proof. This is again a consequence of Theorems 1 and 3. The case of inner forms of GL(n)
follows from the construction of Se´cherre [12, 13, 14] and the exhaustion result of Se´cherre–
Stevens [11], extending earlier results of Bushnell–Kutzko [3] and Corwin [4] for the general
linear group itself. (See [11] and [3] for a more complete history of the problem.) We can
reduce the case of inner forms of SL(n) to this case since property (PSC) depends only on
the derived group. The case of classical groups follows from the result of Stevens [17] (see
also [10, Appendix A]). 
Remark 3. In [8, Definition 5.9], property (BD) for a reductive group G defined over a
number field k was defined in a slightly different way. However, the current property (BD)
for the set Sfin implies property (BD) of [ibid.], and more precisely, our current property
(BD) for a set T of non-archimedean places of k implies the old property restricted to
places v ∈ T . To see this, note first that [ibid., Remark 5.13] already takes care of the case
of K0,v ∩ Mˆ(kv)
+-invariants (level one at v with respect to Mˆ(kv)
+, using the notation of
[ibid.]). In the remaining cases observe that the normalized intertwining operators used
in [ibid.] differ from the unnormalized operators used in the current paper by rational
functions of q−s whose degree is bounded in terms of G only [1]. The difference between
the level with respect to the simply connected cover of Mˆ and the level with respect to Mˆ
itself can also be accounted for by adjusting the constant C in the definition of property
(BD).2
We can use the results of [6] to draw consequences for the limit multiplicity problem,
for which we also refer to [8] for more details. In [6, Definition 1.2] we defined the limit
multiplicity property for a family K of open compact subgroups K of G(AS), where G is
a reductive group defined over a number field k and S a finite set of places of k, including
the archimedean places. We also refer to [ibid., Definition 1.3] for the definition of a
non-degenerate family of open compact subgroups.
Definition 4. Let T be a finite set of non-archimedean places of k that is disjoint to S.
We say that a family K of open compact subgroups of G(AS) has bounded level at T , if for
every v ∈ T there exists an integer nv with Knv,v ⊂ K for all K ∈ K.
In view of Remark 3 above, a trivial modification of the argument of [6] yields the
following variant of [ibid., Theorem 1.4] (which is the case S0 = ∅).
Theorem 5. Let G be a reductive group defined over a number field k. Suppose that G
satisfies property (TWN) and property (BD) with respect to the set Sfin − S0. Let S be
a finite set of places of k, including the archimedean places, and KS0 an open compact
subgroup of G(AS). Then limit multiplicity holds for any non-degenerate family K of open
subgroups of KS0 that has bounded level at S0 − S.
In particular, by combining Corollary 1 with the results of [5] on property (TWN), we
obtain the following new examples of the limit multiplicity property.
2We remark that in the older definition only Levi subgroups that are defined over k were considered,
which suffices for the application to the trace formula and the limit multiplicity problem. The current
formulation seems more natural.
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Corollary 2. (1) Let G be a split group of rank two or an inner form of GL(n) or
SL(n) defined over a number field k. Then limit multiplicity holds for any non-
degenerate family K of open subgroups of a given open compact subgroup KS0 of
G(AS).
(2) Let G be a quasi-split classical group defined over a number field k. Then limit
multiplicity holds for any non-degenerate family K of open subgroups of KS0 that
has bounded level at {v /∈ S : v|2}.
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